Asymmetry of Bispectral Index (BIS) in severe brain-injured patients treated by barbiturates with unilateral or diffuse brain injury.
Bispectral index (BIS) may be used in traumatic brain-injured patients (TBI) with intractable intracranial hypertension to adjust barbiturate infusion but it is obtained through a unilateral frontal electrode. The objective of this study was to evaluate differences in BIS between hemispheres in two groups: unilateral frontal (UFI) and diffuse (DI) injured. Prospective monocenter observational study in 24 TBI treated with barbiturates: 13 UFI and 11 DI. Simultaneous BIS and EEG was recorded for 1h. Goal of monitoring was a left BIS between 5 and 15. Biases in BIS were considered as clinically relevant if greater than 5. Differences in biases were interpreted from both statistical (Mann-Whitney test) and clinical points of view. Mean BIS in the two hemispheres remained in the same monitoring range. There were statistic and clinical differences in some values in the two groups of patients (15% of bias greater than I5I in UFI group and 10% in DI group). BIS monitoring allowed the adequate number of bursts/minutes to be predicted in 18 patients and did not detect an overdosage in 2. While asymmetric BIS values in TBI patients occur whatever the kind of injury, they were not found to be clinically relevant in most of these heavily sedated patients. Asymmetrical BIS monitoring might be sufficient to monitor barbiturate infusion in TBI provided that the concordance between BIS and EEG is regularly checked.